
THE LAST STAND

Background
When Queen Guinevere kidnapped a minor Princess, her family hired wandering heroines to rescue her 
instead of paying the ransom. The heroines braved many dangers and ultimately succeeded, but not 
without alerting Guinevere and her agents. Making a hasty retreat, the Queen's forces pursued the 
heroes until it was clear that they would be cut off. Realizing their situation, the heroes fortified 
themselves in the safest location they could come up with on short notice and prepared for the 
inevitable attack.

Setup
Print the terrain image and cut out the black pieces. Mark a 2' by 2' play area, and place the terrain tiles  
wherever you like while keeping them a minimum of 3" away from each other.

Next, the player chooses where to deploy the two heroines (quality 4, no special rules) and one slavekin 
representing the Princess anywhere on the board.

Finally, generate a group of attackers for each corner of the play area (just wedge their tokens in as 
tightly as possible once you've got them) using the following chart.

d6 Roll Result

1 4 slavekin (quality 1, strikes last in combat instead of simultaneously)

2-3 2 henchwenches (quality 2, no special rules)

4 1 commander (quality 3, enemy models never move randomly during their movement 
phases, enemy models within count as quality 5 when making quality tests to see if they stop 
fleeing) and 1 slavekin (strikes last in combat instead of simultaneously)

5 1 witch (quality 3, attacks by breathing fire instead of normal melee attacks, drawing a line 
from her center to whatever point 4 inches from her center targets the largest number of 
enemies, randomly choosing when she has multiple valid targets) and 1 slavekin (quality 1, 
strikes last in combat instead of simultaneously)

6 1 executioner (quality 4, rolls twice on the injury table if she strikes an opponent)

Scenario Rules
The automated player has the first turn.

Traps (the terrain piece marked with an A) are dangerous, but hidden. Automated models ignore them 
until any model moves through them, at which point the triggering model takes two rolls on the injury 
table, revealing the trap to the automated team. Automated models will never voluntarily move to touch  
traps, but can be forced to move into them by the fleeing or stunned conditions' movement.

Walls (the terrain piece marked with a B) are obvious and automated models move around them 
normally. Automated models will never voluntarily move to touch the spiky edge of walls, as any 
model moving into contact with this edge takes two rolls on the injury table. However, they can be 



forced to move into them by their movement if it is caused by the fleeing or stunned condition.

If the Princess dies, the player loses. If the Princess survives and the automated team is entirely dead, 
the player wins.


